Abstract-An automated image analysis method for quantification of in vitro angiogenesis is presented. The method is designed for in vitro angiogenesis assays that are based on co-culturing endothelial cells with fibroblasts. Such assays are used in many current studies in which antiangiogenic agents for the treatment of cancer are being sought. This search requires accurate quantification of the stimulatory and inhibitory effects of the different agents. The quantification method gives lengths and sizes of the tubule complexes as well as the numbers of junctions in each of them. The method is tested with a set of test images obtained with a commercially available in vitro angiogenesis assay. The results correctly indicate the inhibitory effect of suramin and the stimulatory effect of vascular endothelial growth factor. Moreover, the image analysis method is shown to be robust against variations in illumination. We have implemented a software package that utilizes the methods. The software as well as a set of test images are available at http://www.cs.tut.fi/sgn/csb/angioquant/.
I. INTRODUCTION
Angiogenesis, the formation of new capillary blood vessels, has become an important area of scientific research. It can occur abnormally around malignant tumors, and anti-angiogenic agents for the treatment of cancer are currently being sought [1] , [2] . This search requires the quantification of the stimulatory and inhibitory effects of the different agents. In order for the quantification to be accurate, objective, and consistent, it should be obtained with automated image analysis. In fact, since quantification of angiogenesis requires the measurement of tubule lengths, it is never done manually.
Numerous in vivo angiogenesis assays have been developed [3] . However, in vivo assays often use nonhuman tissue and are time consuming, expensive, and difficult to interpret. In vitro angiogenesis assays are usually more rapid, less expensive, and easier to interpret; they have, therefore, gained popularity [4] . They operate on the principle that endothelial cells form tubule-like structures when cultured on a supportive matrix. Light microscopy is commonly used to obtain the images to be analyzed.
In this paper, a quantitative image analysis method is developed for in vitro angiogenesis assays that are based on co-culturing endothelial cells with fibroblasts in wells arranged in a plate [5] . Each well can be used to test a condition. Our approach is to first detect the tubule complexes by binarizing the angiogenesis images. The sizes of the tubule complexes can be readily measured from the binary image. After binarization, the tubule complexes are thinned, and the resulting skeletons are used to measure the total lengths of the tubule complexes as well as to detect junctions, i.e., branching points, of the skeletons. The image processing methods are described in detail in Section II. Section III describes the quantification results obtained with a set of angiogenesis images obtained with the TCS Cellworks Angiokit (Buckingham, UK), a commercially available in vitro angiogenesis assay. Finally, some concluding remarks are given in Section IV.
II. METHODS

A. Definitions
The following definitions will be adopted in the discussion below. We assume the labeling of points (pixels) depicted in Fig. 1 . The points x 1 ; x 2 ; . . . ; x 8 are the eight-neighbors of p, and are said to be eightadjacent to p. Similarly, the points x1 ; x3; x5 ; x7 are the four-neighbors of p, and are said to be four-adjacent to p.
A sequence of points y1; y2; . . . ; yn is an eight-path (four-path), if y i+1 is an eight-neighbor (four-neighbor) of y i for all i < n 0 1. A subset Q of an image P is eight-connected (four-connected) if for every pair qi; qj of points in Q there is an eight-path (four-path) from qi to q j consisting of points in Q. If P is a binary image and all points in Q have the same value (zero or one), Q is said to be an eight-connected (four-connected) component of P . An algorithm for labeling connected components in a binary image can be found in [6] . An end point is a point whose eight-neighbors form at most one eight-connected component. A junction point is a point whose eightneighbors form more than two four-connected components.
B. Segmentation
The objective of segmentation is to distinguish objects of interest (foreground) from the background. In our case, the aim is to reduce a color or grayscale image into a binary image that accurately represents the objects of interest in the image. The objects of interest are naturally the tubule complexes, i.e., the networks of connected tubules that are darker than the background. In the binary image, the background will be represented by zeros and the foreground by ones.
As an example, a test image that will be used throughout this section is presented in Fig. 2(a) . This is just a small portion of an image representing a complete well. The quality of the eventual results is dependent on the accuracy of the binary representation of tubule complexes, and segmentation is, therefore, the most crucial step of the overall quantification procedure.
Global thresholding is a simple approach to segmentation. It creates a binary image based on the intensity values of the grayscale image. Pixels with intensity values falling within a given range are marked as foreground (ones), while all other pixels get marked as background (zeros). However, global thresholding does not typically provide good results. This is in part because illumination is usually uneven across an image obtained with a microscope. For example, in many illumination arrangements the intensity is highest near the center of the image, and gets lower when one moves further away from the center. The corners, thus, become darker than the center, and clearly the same thresholds cannot be used in different parts of the image.
An obvious solution in the case of uneven illumination is to design better illumination. However, this is not always feasible. Therefore, we correct illumination digitally by fitting, in the least squares sense, a second degree polynomial surface on the image. This polynomial gives us an estimate of the intensity of the background in different image regions and allows us to make corrections if the intensity varies between these regions.
In addition to actual tubules, angiogenesis images obtained using assays based on a fibroblast matrix generally contain fibroblasts. In Fig. 2(a) , fibroblasts can be seen in the upper part of the image. They have a similar appearance to tubules, but are in general lighter (have higher intensity). However, some parts of tubules can be as light as fibroblasts and, therefore, segmentation cannot be achieved by simple thresholding even after illumination is corrected. Instead, we need to look at each complex in the image, and decide if it is a fibroblast or a tubule complex. This can be achieved with a modification of the hysteresis thresholding approach [7] . The implementation uses connected component analysis in the same way as suggested in [8] . If the input image is a color image, it is converted into a grayscale image by eliminating the hue and saturation information while retaining the luminance.
We perform thresholding in such a way that pixel values below the threshold are taken as objects of interest. First, we choose a high threshold TH to recognize both tubule and fibroblast complexes [see Fig. 2 1) all pixels belonging to a tubule complex are recognized as foreground pixels in I H ; 2) at least a fraction t of pixels belonging to each tubule complex in I H are recognized as foreground pixels in I L ; and 3) less than a fraction t of pixels belonging to each fibroblast complex in IH are recognized as foreground pixels in IL. The choice of t depends in general on the thresholds, i.e., the lower TL is with respect to TH, the smaller t should be.
Because the tubule and fibroblast complexes are typically well defined, the classic method by Otsu [9] can be used to determine the high threshold T H . The method is nonparametric and unsupervised in the sense that no a priori knowledge about the image is needed. It maximizes the separability of the resultant classes (foreground and background) in gray levels, and is insensitive to variability of the overall intensity of the images. However, some parts of tubule complexes often have a high intensity and get falsely recognized as background. The resulting small holes in the recognized tubule complexes are filled using a morphological closing by a 3 2 3 square structuring element [6] . Note also that it is enough to make sure that all tubule complexes are recognized, i.e., it does not matter if fibroblast complexes are not recognized.
The choice of the low threshold T L can be made based on the histogram of the original grayscale image. Because after correcting illumination the background of the image is homogeneous in angiogenesis images, most of the unique intensity values represent pixels that belong to a tubule or fibroblast complex. Thus, it can be safely assumed that those intensity values that are below the midpoint of the histogram range represent tubule pixels, and TL is selected accordingly. Most likely some intensity values higher than T L also represent tubule pixels, but it does not matter as long as some pixels in each tubule complex get recognized as foreground pixels, and t can be selected such that our segmentation algorithm recognizes all tubule complexes.
With the test image of Fig. 2(a) , Otsu's algorithm gives TH = 146, and the resulting binary image is shown superimposed in red color on the original image in Fig. 2(b) . Similarly, the low threshold is T L = 118, and Fig. 2(c) shows the resulting binary image. It can be seen that the low threshold results in disconnections in the recognized tubule complexes. If the threshold is made higher, the tubule complexes become connected, but at the same time some pixels representing fibroblasts get recognized. In general, there is no single threshold that can recognize all tubule complex pixels and only them, pointing out the need for a hysteresis thresholding approach.
The final segmentation result obtained with t = 0:005 is presented in Fig. 2(d) . It can be seen that the tubule complexes are recognized accurately, while the lighter fibroblast complexes are marked as background. In this case, the same result could have been obtained by applying hysteresis thresholding as suggested by Canny [7] , i.e., by simply requiring that for each candidate complex there must be at least one corresponding foreground pixel in I L . However, a single foreground pixel in IL might result from noise or other artefacts. In our method, the number of pixels that is required depends on the size of the candidate complex: the larger the complex, the more pixels are required. This makes our method more robust.
C. Thinning
In order to be able to measure the lengths of tubules, they must be reduced to arcs that are one pixel in width. The reduction process is generally referred to as thinning, and the result of thinning an object is the skeleton of the object. Thinning is a fundamental preprocessing step in many image processing and pattern recognition algorithms. A wide range of different thinning algorithms can be found in the literature. They produce slightly different skeletons, and are often designed with a particular application in mind. A comprehensive review of thinning methods can be found in [10] . Some of the more recent studies, such as the ones suggested in [11] and [12] , have concentrated on thinning in the presence of different types of noise.
In our case the requirements for thinning are: 1) the resulting skeleton must be topologically equivalent to the object; 2) the resulting skeleton must be one pixel thick; and 3) the algorithm must preserve the connectivity of the object. Insensitivity to boundary noise, i.e., to small protrusions and indentations, is not crucial. Instead, spurious false arcs can be pruned after thinning (to be discussed later).
A thinning algorithm suggested by Guo and Hall [13] is suitable for our application. Specifically, we use Algorithm 1 from that paper. It is a parallel two-subiteration thinning algorithm that is applied iteratively until further thinning is not possible. It examines in each iteration the 3 2 3 neighborhood of each pixel to determine if that pixel should be deleted. The algorithm can be implemented efficiently using two look-up tables, one for each subiteration. The result of applying the thinning algorithm to the segmentation result of Fig. 2(d) can be seen in Fig. 2(e) . Alternatively, the algorithm suggested by Shih and Wong [11] could be used, but the pruning phase would still be required.
D. Pruning
The skeletons that are obtained with the thinning algorithm generally contain spurious arcs, i.e, short arcs that are not topologically equivalent to the corresponding tubule complex. As can be seen in Fig. 2(e) , this is also the case with our test image. The spurious arcs result from small protrusions and indentations in the binary image obtained after segmentation, and should be removed.
The detection and removal of spurious arcs is based on their size: they are short arcs between an end point and a junction point. If a skeleton is thought of as a network of roads, an end point is a dead end and a junction point is an intersection. The following algorithm removes from a skeleton image I those spurious arcs whose sizes are less than or equal to the pruning size NP pixels. The fourth step is needed to remove the remaining spurious arcs of size one pixel. In some cases, the removal of spurious arcs may create new spurious arcs. To remove all of these, the algorithm should be applied iteratively until there is no change in the image between two consecutive iterations.
The result of applying the algorithm with N P = 10 to the image in Fig. 2(e) is shown in Fig. 2(f) . The image also shows the junction points as green squares. It can be seen that the skeletons are topologically equivalent to the respective tubule complexes. Also, the small skeleton near the top left corner of the image has been removed. This is desired, since skeletons that are very small (in this case less than 10 pixels) are likely to result from segmentation errors and should, thus, be removed.
E. Data Generation
The data generation phase gives the lengths and sizes of each tubule complex as well as the numbers of junctions in each complex. The lengths and sizes are measured in pixels.
The number of pixels in a tubule complex is a coarse estimate of its length. However, it should be taken into account that the distance between two diagonally connected pixels is greater than the distance between two four-connected pixels. To be exact, if the number of pixels in the skeleton of a tubule complex is N and the number of diagonally connected pairs of pixels is N d , the length of the skeleton is given by
The size of a tubule complex is given by the total number of pixels representing the complex. The size is calculated from the segmentation result and, thus, takes into account the thickness of the tubules. The number of junctions in each tubule complex can be obtained readily using the definition of a junction point given in Section II-A. The lengths, sizes, and numbers of junctions for each tubule complex in the image of Fig. 2 are shown in Table I .
III. RESULTS
We have developed a software package called AngioQuant that utilizes the image processing methods described in the previous section. AngioQuant is a fully automated tool that can be used to analyze a set of angiogenesis images as a batch without any user intervention. However, the software also allows the user to set some of the parameters interactively. AngioQuant can be downloaded at http://www.cs.tut.fi/sgn/csb/angioquant/. A set of 24 test images is TABLE II  QUANTIFICATION OF THE TEST IMAGES also available at the same location. The TCS Cellworks Angiokit, a commercially available in vitro angiogenesis assay that utilizes a fibroblast matrix seeded with endothelial cells, was used. The images were then obtained with a light microscope.
At the imaging stage it is important to make sure that the quality of the images is sufficient for the AngioQuant software. First, it is typically possible to get the whole well in good focus to avoid blurring. Also, the imaging should be done soon after the angiogenesis experiment is finished in the laboratory. This makes sure that the staining is strong enough to provide a sufficient contrast between the tubules and the rest of the image.
Seven of our test images are of wells that were treated with 20 M suramin, an anti-angiogenic drug [14] . Visual inspection of the images reveals that the tubule complexes are short and have few junctions. Nine of the images are of wells that were treated with 2 ng/ml vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF). The effects of the growth factor can be seen in the images, as the tubule complexes are large and have many junctions. Finally, eight of the images are of wells with no treatment.
A. Quantification
We applied AngioQuant to each of the test images. Due to the limited space, Table II It is seen that the quantification is similar between duplicate (same treatment) wells. Moreover, we observe the expected results when the wells with suramin and VEGF treatments are compared against the wells with no treatment. In the wells treated with suramin, the number of tubule complexes is smaller than in the wells with no treatment. Further, the tubule complexes are much shorter and the numbers of junctions are much smaller than in the wells with no treatment. In fact, the quantification shows that the number of junctions per tubule complex is close to zero. For the wells treated with VEGF, the quantification shows increased mean tubule complex lengths and junction counts as compared with wells with no treatment. Fig. 3 shows each of the 24 wells in a two-dimensional feature space. The horizontal axis is the mean length of the tubule complexes, and the vertical axis is the mean number of junctions per tubule complex. The downward triangles represent the wells with no treatment, the squares represent the wells with suramin treatment, and the upward triangles represent the wells with VEGF treatment. The three classes are mainly well separated in the feature space. Table II , the middle curve corresponds to the first no-treatment image, and the lowest curve corresponds to the first suramin image.
B. Robustness
It is important that the image analysis method is robust against variations in the images. This is a requirement for the AngioQuant software to be applicable for a wide range of different in vitro angiogenesis assay images. In particular, illumination can vary significantly in different imaging systems and the methods must be robust against these changes. The segmentation method is the most critical in this respect, since as long as the binary image obtained with the segmentation method represents the tubule complexes accurately, the subsequent image processing methods will give the desired results. Our approach in testing robustness is to simulate changes in illumination digitally, and to examine the changes in the quantification results.
The overall intensity of the illumination of each image was varied Illumination also affects the dynamic range, i.e., the range of intensity values, of the obtained image. This can be simulated digitally by mapping the intensity values in the original image to a smaller range. The result is an image with a histogram that has approximately the same shape as that of the original image, only narrower. Fig. 4 shows how the quantification of three of the test images is affected by reducing the dynamic range of the original image. Since reducing the dynamic range destroys some of the information contained in the original image, the quantification is affected. However, even when the dynamic range is reduced by up to 80%, the quantification of each image remains close to the original quantification. Most importantly, the relative quantification is not affected by a reduction in the dynamic range, i.e., when the quantifications obtained with different treatments are compared, the conclusions are not affected by a reasonable reduction in the dynamic range.
IV. CONCLUSION
An automated image analysis method was developed for quantifying the stimulatory and inhibitory effects of the different agents in in vitro angiogenesis assays. The method is designed for assays that are based on co-culturing endothelial cells with fibroblasts. A software package that employs the image analysis method was implemented and is publicly available. It can be used to measure the lengths and sizes of tubule complexes as well as the numbers of junctions in each tubule complex. Our experiments suggest that the image processing methods employed by the software are robust, which makes the software applicable to a wide range of microscopic images taken of in vitro angiogenesis assays. The quantification results obtained for a set of test images correctly indicate the inhibitory effect of suramin and the stimulatory effect of VEGF. The software enables a move from qualitative studies to quantitative studies.
